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Your finger as a key

Impossible to lock yourself out – your finger is always on hand

The ekey dLine fingerprint scanner learns with every use

The growth of children’s fingers is automatically recognized

Convenient access for the whole family (children from approx. 6 years of age)

Dirt or minor injuries on the finger are not a problem

I can finally leave the house without a key. This 
is particularly useful for outdoor activities such 
as cycling or jogging. I always have my hands 
free and just open our front door with my finger!

Your advantages at a glance
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Flexibly expandable system

Add functions, users, and devices as needed

You don’t have to define the scope of your access system in advance

You can control different functions with different fingers

It was clear to us from the start that we would like to have 
a front door with the ekey dLine fingerprint scanner. We 
are now planning the extension of our existing system. 
We also want to open our garden gate and our cellar 
door with our fingers. It couldn’t be more practical!

Your advantages at a glance
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Remote opening

Unlocking on the go

More flexibility in your everyday life

No more tedious drives home to unlock your door

Everything under control with one app – even from a distance

ekey has definitely made my everyday life easier! For 
example, I can now let the handyman into the house even 
though I'm not at home yet. So I don't have to rush home to open 
the door for him. The handyman can start work right away.

Your advantages at a glance
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Push notifications

Always well informed – even when out and about

Notification on your smartphone when the door opens

Rest easy knowing that your loved ones have arrived home safely

Thanks to ekey, I no longer have to worry whether my child 
has arrived home safely from school. I automatically get a 
message on my smartphone as soon as my young daughter 
has unlocked the door with the fingerprint scanner!

Your advantages at a glance
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Virtual assistant

Open the front door conveniently with a voice command

No need to rush to the door every time the bell rings

No need to open the door with dirty hands

Open the door with ease, even when your hands are full

When we cook for our friends, we have enough to do in the 
kitchen. We're glad our front door is connected to Alexa. 
That way, we can unlock it at any time by voice command and 
don’t have to walk to the door when our guests ring the bell.

Your advantages at a glance
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Personalized time slots

You determine who enters your home and when

Access log shows all activity over the past 12 months

Easy to enable and disable users via the app

Temporary access authorizations possible

It’s really useful to be able to determine exactly 
who is allowed into our house and when. That way, 
everyone only has access when they really need it. I 
can also use the app to see who was there at what time.

Your advantages at a glance
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Welcome to ekey

ekey was founded in 2002 and is now Europe’s No. 1 for fingerprint scanner 
access solutions.

ekey puts authorization into the customer’s hands! Aids such as keys, cards, or codes 
can be lost, forgotten or stolen – your finger is always with you. ekey’s product range 
includes fingerprint scanner solutions that open doors and gates and control alarm 
systems and smart home systems.

More than one million satisfied users are the best possible recommendation for 
our products! 

Both private households as well as leading companies, along with organizations 
such as fire and rescue services, have been putting their trust in ekey for many years. 
Our formula for quality consists of the highest standards of functionality, reliability, 
and security. This is continuously refined through intensive tests.






